
Hit Your
Project’s Bullseye 

with
Tech 

Anthropology



What makes a project successful?

 Business Stakeholder view:

   Solving the problem
      

 
  Staying within budget

 
  Finishing on time



What makes a project successful?

 Product Owner’s perspective:

●  Solving the user’s problem
      

●  Having the support of the Business Stakeholders

●  Getting needed information from other areas of the organization

●  Development Team who shares the project vision



What makes a project successful?

 Development Team’s thoughts:

● Engaged Product Owner who is trusted by the business stakeholders

● Product Owner is able to communicate clear project goals

● Product Owner is able to prioritize the work
      

● Well-defined user stories

● Healthy backlog of user stories





Tech Anthropology - What is it?
● Flexible process
● Uncovers the true goals of

the user
● Blends the work and skills of a 

researcher, Business Analyst, 
consultant and UI/UX designer

● Effective for all types of 
projects

● Empathy is the key to success



Two Distinct Phases:

 Discovery Phase
 Design Phase

   Both phases have:
- Steps that build upon each other

- Iterative cycles of collecting information, testing and refinement



Discovery Phase - Fieldwork Research:
 Overarching goal is to get to the “why”
 Step 1:  Kickoff Meeting
- Participants are the project’s key stakeholders

- Talk about goals

- Gain understanding of the project scope

- Identify main decision-makers

- Identify ideal observation and interview candidates

- Discuss expected timeline and schedule for follow-ups



Discovery Phase - Fieldwork Research:
 Step 2:  Observations
- Tech Anthropologist becomes a

      fly on the wall of the user’s world

- Goal is to see the complete, 
natural workflows without 
interruptions

- Looking for clues in their behavior 
and environment

- Strive for 3 to 5 observations,
     but one is better than none



Discovery Phase - Fieldwork Research:
  Step 3:  Interviews
- Immediately following an observation

- Mindset should be that users always make the best decisions they can

- Ask open-ended questions, follow their path

- Listen beyond the spoken words

- Talk with people who will or may be affected by the project

- Turn over rocks

- Design ideas go into “Solution Bucket”



Discovery Phase - Fieldwork Research:
  Step 4:  Distill Data
- Immediately following an observation or interview



Discovery Phase - Fieldwork Research:
The distillation of data happens multiple times throughout the process



Discovery Phase - Fieldwork Research:
  Step 5:  Cognitive Walkthrough



Discovery Phase - Fieldwork Research:
  Step 6:  Competitive Analysis
- Will vary based on the project

- Look at competitors

- Look at other industries 

- Sleek design

- Innovations



Discovery Phase - Scoping the Project:
  Step 7:  Problem Statement
Three sections to the document
- Big Picture

Summarize the long-term business vision

- Focus of the Project
Describes: actual problem to be solved
   expected outcome
   what is not part of the project scope

- The Successful Project
Describes what success looks like when project is over
Stated as if you are at that future point in time



Discovery Phase - Scoping the Project:

Persona Cards include:
- Name
- Age
- Photo
- Business role
- 3 Attributes

        2 business, 1 personal
- 3 Goals

   2 business, 1 personal

● Personas are composites of real 
people and become the user 
stand-ins during development

● Reflect the roles who will use or be 
affected by the solution

● User characteristics discovered 
during the observations and 
interviews become the Attributes 
and Goals of the personas

● Strive to develop 12 to 15 distinct 
personas

Step 8:  Personas



Discovery Phase - Scoping the Project:
  Step 8:  Personas



Discovery Phase - Scoping the Project:
  Step 9:  Persona Mapping Exercise



Discovery Phase - Scoping the Project:
 Step 9:  Persona Mapping Exercise
 Key project stakeholders prioritize the personas

 Select six:

- One is the Primary persona

- Two are Secondary

- Three are Tertiary



Discovery Phase - Scoping the Project:
  Step 9:  Persona Mapping Exercise



Discovery Phase - Scoping the Project:
  Step 9:  Persona Mapping Exercise



Discovery Phase - Refining the Scope:
  Step 10:  Persona Goals



Discovery Phase - Refining the Scope:
  Step 11:  Failure Modes
- What must get better

- What can’t get worse

- What cannot be lost / changed 



Discovery Phase - Refining the Scope:
  Step 12:  Workflows
● Current State

- Pain Points

○ Failure Points

○ Gaps

○ Critical Movements

● Ideal State



Design Phase - Validating Solutions:
Brainstorming

- Identify 4 - 6 topics for idea 
generation

- On each topic, brainstorm 
3-5 minutes

- Focus on quantity, not 
quality

Contrasting Solutions

- Is a way to validate our 
understanding of what the users 
need and options for how they 
can do it

- Use themes from brainstorming to 
create different ways a persona 
may go about the tasks needed to 
accomplish their goals

- Create three contrasting designs 
for each persona goal



Design Phase - Validating Solutions:
    Design Assessments

- Put the contrasting solutions in 
front of people who fit the
personas, especially the primary 
persona

- Watch and listen to gather data

- Do not defend a design, honest 
feedback is the goal -- particularly 
negative feedback



Design Phase - Validating Solutions:



What makes a project successful?
Product Owner Interviews

Problem 
Statement Personas

Persona Mapping 
Exercise

Persona 
Goals Grid Workflows

Design 
Assessment

Solving the user’s 
problem

Having the 
support of the  
Stakeholders

Getting needed 
info from other 
areas of the 
organization

Dev Team shares 
the project vision 



What makes a project successful?
Development Team Interviews

Problem 
Statement Personas

Persona Mapping 
Exercise

Persona 
Goals Grid Workflows

Design 
Assessment

PO is able to 
communicate 
clear project 
goals

PO is able to 
prioritize the 
work

Well-defined
user stories 

Healthy backlog 
of user stories



What makes a project successful?

Business Stakeholder Interviews
Problem 

Statement Personas
Persona Mapping 

Exercise
Persona 

Goals Grid Workflows
Design 

Assessment

Solving the 
problem

Staying within 
budget

Finishing on time




